
Old Jail Art Center 
Lesson Plan: A Carp for Kimiko 

Lesson Description: 
Through a reading of A Carp for Kimiko, 
students will be explore the May 5th 
Japanese holiday, Children’s Day. 
Students will view a carp kite painted by 
artist Bill Bomar, and discuss the 
symbolism of Koinobori.  
Students will create their own Koinobori 
Windsock inspired by traditional Japanese 
style.  
 

Book Description: 
The story of a young girl's struggle against 
the strong current of tradition. Every year on 
Children's Day in Japan a kite in the shape of 
a carp is flown for each boy in the family. 
Kimiko is a little girl who desperately wants a 
carp kite of her own to fly on the holiday. This 
is a story of love, acceptance and change. 

Read aloud video: 
http://bit.ly/I9mrfB 

Reading Vocabulary: 
Carp, Kite 

Cultural Vocabulary: 
Koinobori (Carp Kites) 
Kodomo no hi (Children’s Day- May 5) 

Character-building Vocabulary: 
Tradition, Patience, Sharing 

Art Vocabulary: 
Windsock, Pattern 

Language Arts Vocabulary:   

Symbol 

Materials: 
Koi Kite Templates- can purchase pre-made or print (Insert Included); hole punch; 
string for hanging; water-soluble markers; spray bottles of water (optional) 

http://bit.ly/I9mrfB


History/ Context: 
Kites are believed to have originated in Asia. Buddhist Monks probably introduced 
the kite to Japan where they were first used in religious ceremonies. The Koi or Carp 
Kite was first flown to celebrate Boy’s Day (now called Children’s Day). This is an 
ancient holiday in Japan, originally celebrating boys on the fifth day of the fifth month 
each year.  

Engage: 
Begin with a discussion about Koi (Show Insert Included). Ask students to list 
characteristics about the fish that they notice. Have them notice the details and 
textural qualities of its scales, gills, etc.  
Introduce students to the symbolism of the Koi in Japanese culture. Explain that each 
season the Koi must fight with all its might and muscle to swim upstream against the 
current. It is a strong, hard working fish that overcomes difficult circumstances as it 
makes its way back to its spawning ground.  
The determination of the Koi is said to provide a good role-model for children to 
follow: work hard and you will thrive through adversity. (Ask students to compare the 
Koi to other animal symbols of strength from other cultures.) 

For hundreds of years, images of the Koi were made into kites that are flown outside 
homes, one for each male child. In the 21st century, the holiday was extended to girls 
and many families began to fly Koinobori for all of their children, boys as well as girls.   

Explore: 
Read students A Carp for Kimiko by Katherine Roundtree.  
Reading Comprehension 

- Who are the main characters? 
- Where does this story take place? 
- What holiday is taking place in the story, and what do people do to 

celebrate? 
- What does Kimiko want and how does her family accommodate her 

(make changes to make her happy)? 

Social/ Cultural and Character-building 
- What is a tradition? 
- Although it is now accepted that carp kites are flown for both boys and 

girls, Kimiko still struggles within her family to share this tradition with 
her brothers. Ask students if they have ever faced discrimination, or 
been excluded from activities because of a physical quality they 
possessed and could not change. How did that make them feel? Do they 



think Kimiko felt the same way? Do students ever think or feel that they 
cannot play with certain toys because of their gender?  

Collection Connection: 
Still Life with Koi Kite, c. 1955 
BILL BOMAR 
Oil on canvas 
1982.008 

This is a painting of a Japanese kite from the museum collection. Is this kite currently 
in flight? Where has its owner placed the kite when it’s not being flown? This kite is 
currently part of a Still-Life painting.  
This Koi Kite is most likely made of delicate, cut paper that has been folded to 
become a 3-Dimentional Windsock. Paper sculpture is a traditional art form in Japan; 
artisans there have been creating intricate and delicate koi fish designs by hand for 
hundreds of years.  

Create: 
Inspired by the book’s illustrations and the painting from the museum collection, 
students will create their own Koinobori (Koi Windsock) to hang outside their home.  
Prepare 
Before class, purchase or print (Insert Included) Koinobori templates for each student 
and hole punch in the mouth area. Gather water-soluble markers, lengths of yarn or 
string and water spritzer/spray bottles (optional).  
Create a spraying area with protective table covering and small spray bottles of water. 
Instruction 
Inform students that they will create their own Koinobori in honor of children’s day.  
Hold up your example and identify the colors and the blended patterns, as well as its 
dimensionality. Demonstrate how wind blows through the cuts in the delicate 
material, and through the tube-shape itself.  



Distribute Koi forms to students and allow them to add color and design with markers 
(no text, just pattern or blocks of color). For a more authentic look, encourage bold 
colors instead of pastels or neons.  
When designs are complete, have students (or teacher may do this alone) spritz their 
marker colors with a small spray bottle, allowing colors to run and blend into one 
another.  
Lay wet Koi forms out to dry. 

At next class period, distribute Koinobori forms glue sticks to each student. Students 
should add glue to one half of the Koi along its top fin and tail, fold the two sides 
together (without creasing) and press. This will create the 3-Dimentional tube-shape 
of the windsock. (Edges may be paper-clipped or clothes-pinned as glue dries/ seals.)  
Next, distribute lengths of yarn to each student. Students may tie a length of yarn 
through the hole punch in the mouth area, so their windsock can be hung.  
Display 
Create a class display of your Koinobori windsocks from a pole or from the ceiling 
(allowing windsocks to hang and turn in the wind). 


